Research & Development

In every new era, we will aim to be pioneers, seeking frontiers that others avoid and exploring the paths less traveled. Inspired by our founder, we will strive to manufacture unique products, create new value at the cutting edge of technology, and build a brighter future for humankind. It’s in our DNA.

“What we aim to do next is what other people tell us we could never do.”
— Kazuo Inamori

The Kyocera Group operates several large research and development facilities which focus on materials, components, devices, equipment, systems and software. Kyocera also maintains a global research network specializing in production process technologies. With R&D hubs in Minatomirai (Yokohama, Japan) and Keihanna (Kyoto, Japan), we strive to synthesize the intellectual, technological and management resources of our diverse product lines. We also promote open innovation by collaborating with other institutions, aiming to expand our business while contributing to the development of a better world.

Promoting Kyocera’s R&D’s Open Innovation Activities Through the Newly Launched Open Innovation Arena (OiA)

Kyocera is promoting open innovation to create new value through interaction between our own researchers and with external technology partners. OiA is a new website showcasing information about these activities, and connecting innovators to incubate new ideas. It includes the latest news on technological developments from Kyocera’s various R&D divisions, as well as information on events that promote external collaboration.